
PumpWorks: Engineering Sales with 
Responsive Technology

That’s how Mark Weidmann, VP of Sales - Midstream 
/ Down-stream Markets for Oil and Gas for DXP’s 
PumpWorks describes the impact of Intelliquip’s front-end 
sales automation products.

“This is our tenth anniversary,” Weidmann explains. “We 
started with one product line, and today we have 20 
product lines. We had one API-610 configuration: now we 
offer a full range of API pumps, consisting of 11 different 
configurations from OH2 through BB5. We entered the 
ANSI market in 2015 and we have already expanded to 
nine products. Additionally, we can now provide a custom-
engineered, API-610 pump package to the market at the 
almost unheard-of speed of 22 to 24 weeks. Technology 
is integral to every aspect of our operations, and it starts 
by arming our sales team with the power and precision of 
Intelliquip’ s software, which we call ePod.”

“PumpWorks has made remarkable progress,” says Dave 
Brockway, CEO of Intelliquip. “Initially, they just wanted an 
on-line selection tool so their internal salesmen and outside 
users could rapidly and accurately select the right pump 
for the application. Anyone could access the selector, and 
users could even browse anonymously.

“Next, they wanted to enhance their configuration and 
pricing, so we added our Configurator and Quote Manager.  
This system gave their power users, who are highly 
knowledgeable, a productive, efficient and error-free way 
to respond to even the most complex applications,” he 
explains.

Weidmann believes that all his users, which now extends 
to 250 sales staff, value the way the software rapidly, 
intuitively and thoughtfully connects them to the products 
and information they need. 

“It would have been impossible to grow this quickly.”



“We’ve always remained laser-focused on customers and 
that put us ahead of our competitors,” he notes. “Everyone 
throws around those terms, but our online tools make it 
real. The local sales and application person dealing with 
the customer, or the customer alone, can access critical 
information conveniently, quickly and in their time frame. Of 
course, our technical team is here to help, but there’s no 
substitute for pushing information and technology right to 
the person most engaged with the application.”

“We deliver the product the customer wants, not what we 
just happen to build,” he adds. “That starts by understanding 
the customer needs from project development to inquiry 
stage and then continuing to listen throughout the entire 

procurement process. ePod is key to that ability. For 
example, it used to take weeks to develop a hydraulic and 
get it to the sales team. Now engineering can complete the 
design and in hours it’s organized and communicated to the 
sales team and customer.”

Weidmann credits the unparalleled performance of 
Intelliquip’ s power user applications to the company’s vast 
industry knowledge. “Intelliquip’s founders were among 
the first to automate front-end sales systems in the pump 
industry, going back into the 1990s,” he says. “As experts 
in our niche they uniquely offer precise technology solutions 
right off the shelf.”



Quick Select™

Quick Configure™

Project Portal™

In 2017, Intelliquip piloted a “lite” version of its software, 
customer facing apps such as Quick Select, Quick Config 
and the new Virtual Project Organizer, Project Portal. These 
intuitive systems pack much of the same punch as full-
blown power user applications. However, they are simple 
and intuitive, meaning end users can access the tools no 
matter their level of technical expertise or whether they are 
using a laptop, tablet or phone.

“We weren’t really sure if PumpWorks would be interested 
because these apps offer fewer lights, bells and whistles 
than what power users typically expect,” says Brockway. 
“They kicked the tires and decided the apps had merit. 
While a sizable number of PumpWorks’ users rely on full 
throttle Power User Applications, many of their customers 
and partners seek a lean, easy method to select, configure 
and price a pump. So, we implemented Quick Select, 
Quick Config and Project Portal. We kept the option to 
anonymously search and added the choice to disclose 
a name and email if the user wants to save a search or 
download documents. And, we gave users the ability to tap 
an RFI button to automatically populate all the conditions of 
service data they just entered and share it with PumpWorks, 
accelerating completion of a formal quotation and avoiding 
double data entry.” 

Project Portal, especially, is still in its infancy. Weidmann 
finds its potential exciting. “The portal immediately revs up 
our efficiency and responsiveness,” he says. “Among many 
other differences, our former system required you to get into 
the other guy’s laptop to update or modify a proposal in his 
absence. We now have a singular platform where everyone 
who needs to be involved can access, edit or update the 
working draft proposal, even if someone on the team isn’t 
at work that day. Everyone then interacts with the latest 
version in real time. The portal plugs in the client or user 
constantly and ensures everyone who needs to know is 
immediately alerted to changes and new events. Everything 
is in one place.”
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Brockway adds: “The portal also connects users to a very 
powerful documentation section, where they pull information 
from a central library or from dynamically generated curves, 
data sheets and drawings. They can tick off the documents 
they want to share and choose to download or email a PDF 
or Zip file. They also can extract product overviews and a 
graphical image of products.”

Weidmann notes that all these tools make training imperative. 
“While not difficult to use, those who are performing more 
complex configurations benefit from training and a help 
desk. We dedicate a professional to this work. He has spent 
years teaching and setting up systems in 150 locations.”

Pumpworks’ investment is paying dividends.  “We’re now 
one of the top API 610 pump providers in the world,” 
Weidmann concludes. “In a decade we’ve transformed 
from a virtual unknown to a truly international player selling 
pumps all over the world and into a vendor approved by 
many international oil companies with very specific approval 
processes. ePod demonstrates the quality of our product 
and the expertise behind our proposal. We simply would 
not have achieved this kind of success without Intelliquip.”  


